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Abstract 

How do children learn to write letters? During writing acquisition, some letters may be more 

difficult to produce than others because certain movement sequences require more precise 

motor control (e.g., the rotation that produces curved lines like in letter O or the pointing 

movement to trace the horizontal bar of a T). Children of ages 6-10 (N=108) wrote sequences 

of upper-case letters on a digitizer. They varied in the number of pointing and rotation 

movements. The data revealed that these movements required compensatory strategies in 

specific kinematic variables. For pointing movements there was a duration decrease that was 

compensated by an increase in in-air movement time. Rotation movements were produced 

with low maximal velocity but high minimal velocity. At all ages there is a global tendency to 

keep stability in the tempo of writing: pointing movements exhibited a duration trade-off 

whereas rotation movements required a trade-off on maximal and minimal velocity. The 

acquisition of letter writing took place between ages 6 and 7. At age 8 the children shifted 

focus to improving movement control. Writing automation was achieved around age 10 when 

the children controlled movement duration and fluency. This lead to a significant increase in 

writing speed. 
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Introduction 

Children spend at least half of their school time in activities involving writing or fine motor 

control (Marr, Cermak, Cohn & Henderson, 2003; Santangelo & Graham, 2016). Writing is a 

complex task that involves the acquisition of different kinds of motor and perceptual skills. 

Children must learn how to produce the movements that generate the appropriate letters. In 

addition, they have to learn how to process the visual and kinesthetic sensory information 

arising from their movements (Bard, Hay & Fleury, 1990; Olive & Piolat, 2002; Feder & 

Majnemer, 2007; Danna & Velay, 2015). They also have to compute specific calculations on 

spatial parameters to produce the correct letter shapes. At the beginning of handwriting 

acquisition, the children start learning letter production by following a sort of “grammar of 

action” (Bruner, 1971; Goodnow & Levine, 1973; Bara & Bonneton-Botte, 2015; Séraphin-

Thibon, Gerber & Kandel, 2017). This constitutes a set of rules that specifies procedural 

knowledge on how to write the letters. The rules define where to start writing each letter and 

the direction of the following strokes that are needed to write a given character (e.g., “start at 

a leftmost and topmost point”, “draw vertical lines from top to bottom”, “draw horizontal 

lines from left to right”). The rules that the children learn at school are hierarchical. Some 

rules have to be applied before others. For example, to write a T, first we apply “draw vertical 

lines from top to bottom” and then “draw horizontal lines from left to right”.  

This hierarchy has a certain number of implications regarding the difficulty producing 

certain letters. For example, the letter L is composed of two straight lines. By following the 

rules, children will produce the vertical line from top to bottom and then trace the horizontal 

line from left to right. This left to right movement is continuous with the vertical line and is 

done without lifting the pen. Letter T also consists of two straight lines, but to produce the 

horizontal line on the top, one has to perform a pen lift and then a pointing movement to trace 
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the horizontal line from left to right. The pointing movement renders letter T more cognitively 

demanding than letter L. Indeed, there is a supplementary movement. In addition, the child has 

to visualize the position of the target. This visualization process is not the same for all the 

letters requiring pointing movements. For example, the target for the horizontal movement to 

produce letter T is different than for letter A. Hence, some letters may be more difficult to 

produce than others because certain movement sequences involve finer motor control and/or 

visuo-spatial coordination. During our interactions with children just starting to learn to write, 

we observed that the letters requiring pointing movements such as the ones we have to 

execute when producing the horizontal bar on a T seem particularly demanding. At the 

beginning of the acquisition period the children also have difficulties with rotations to 

produce curved lines like in an O. Figure 1 presents examples of upper-case letters O and T 

produced by a 6 year-old child at the beginning of 1st grade.  

< Figure 1 > 

To produce T, there is an initial movement that traces a straight line from top to 

bottom. Then, there is a pointing movement that takes the pen tip to the location where the 

following line has to be produced. Finally, letter T is finished with a horizontal left to right 

straight line. This task may be cognitively demanding because reaching the correct “target” –

i.e., where the pen has to touch the surface again- requires programming a pen lift and 

calculating the exact location in space to start writing again. On the left part of Figure 1, one 

can observe that the child “missed” the target because the two lines do not touch each other 

and the vertical line is not centered with respect to the horizontal line. On the right side of 

Figure 1, it is clear that the child had difficulties producing the rotation movement of the letter 

O. The curved line is very irregular even if legible. In addition, the letter O is generally a 

closed circle, but here the production is rather a vertical ellipse whose beginning and end do 
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not join. Given these difficulties, the goal of the present study was to gain more understanding 

on the impact of pointing and rotation movements on letter production at the beginning of 

writing acquisition. Elementary school children produced letter sequences on a digitizer so 

several kinematic measures could be examined. The sequences varied in the number of 

pointing and rotation movements. 

 

1.1 Learning how to write letters 

This research was conducted in France with a Latin alphabet. In France, writing is formally 

taught in 1st grade, at the beginning of elementary school, when the children are around 5-6 

years-old. When children start 1st grade, they already know how to use the hand-arm system 

in many different kinds of everyday tasks, like eating or brushing their teeth. They also know 

how to use pens, markers and pencils to draw. Thus, when starting elementary school the 

children must learn to further specialize their hand-arm system for writing. Learning to write 

letters involves the integration of a series of skills and it takes several years to be proficient in 

all of them (Chartrel & Vinter, 2004). Therefore, learning how to write should be considered 

within the framework of general motor learning and maturation. Motor maturation allows 

children to coordinate the proximal and distal articulations (de Ajuriaguerra et al., 1964) but 

as they are starting to learn to write they mainly use their proximal articulations. Their 

movements are impulsive. This is why the amplitude of their movements is generally quite 

large and lacks precision. With motor maturation, the children will be able to control the distal 

aspects of movement production and will therefore control their movements with more 

precision. The amplitude of the movements will decrease, while velocity and fluency will 

increase (Meulenbroek & Van Galen, 1988; Mojet, 1991; Zesiger, 1995).  
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General motor learning also requires the elaboration of motor programs (Halsband & 

Lange, 2006). The first motor programs for letter writing are generated when the teachers 

introduce the rules of the “grammar of action”. First, they present the model of the letter so 

that the children know what shape they have to reproduce. Next they indicate where to start 

the first stroke, followed by the stroke direction. This process will repeat in correct stroke 

order until all the strokes of the letter are written. Like any motor learning situation, at the 

beginning the movements are produced slowly and lack smoothness or fluency. At this stage 

the children are still elaborating the links between sensory information and the resulting 

movements (Wolpert, Ghahramani & Jordan, 1995). The objective of this intense visual and 

kinesthetic sensory control is to determine which motor patterns generate the letter shapes that 

best comply with the geometrical parameters of the model. This process is very demanding in 

both attentional resources (Atkinson, 1989; Petersen, Corbetta, Miezin & Shulman, 1994; 

Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994) and working memory (Deiber et al., 1997). With practice, 

the information on letter shape, stroke order and direction are memorized with progressively 

increasing detail. This information enriches the content of the motor programs. When the 

motor programs contain all the procedural information needed to execute a given letter, they 

are considered stable. They are stored in a long-term motor memory. When the child has to 

produce a given letter, he/she activates the corresponding motor program to retrieve the 

information on letter shape, stroke order and direction. This is done in a feed-forward manner, 

on the basis of previous knowledge. This feed-forward strategy decreases the need for sensory 

control and attentional processes (Meulenbroek & van Galen, 1986, 1988, 1989a). The control 

of the writing movements becomes more ballistic, rendering letter production faster and more 

precise. Automation is achieved when each letter is retrieved as a learned action and has a 

stable motor program (Halsband & Lange, 2006).  
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An important aspect of letter acquisition –as for motor learning in general- is that the 

components of motor program elaboration are learnt through different kinds of processes. 

Certain components are acquired explicitly and others implicitly (Halsband & Lange, 2006). 

When the teachers instruct the children to follow rules for letter production, motor learning is 

explicit. Rules indicating movement onset and stroke direction are explicit because the child 

is conscious of having to respect them to write correctly. In the present study, we investigated 

components of motor learning that are not taught explicitly but are essential for letter 

production. These implicit components are related to the execution of pointing and rotation 

movements. There is no information on explicit instruction of pointing and rotation 

movements in the French teachers’ manuals (see Ministère de l’Education Nationale, 

EduSCOL, 2015). This is surprising because as we mentioned earlier, these movements may 

be more cognitively demanding than, for instance, producing simple straight lines from top to 

bottom. The children learn how to execute pointing and rotation movements implicitly in 

drawing activities during the three years of kindergarten. Learning is mostly based on trial and 

error strategies. To our knowledge, there are very few studies investigating pointing and 

rotation movements in handwriting and even fewer with a developmental approach. 

 

1.2 Pointing movements in letter production 

Pointing movements are not specific to writing. However, many letters of most writing 

systems and styles require pointing movements (Meulenbroek & van Galen, 1986; Wann, 

1986). In the Latin alphabet, producing upper-case letters and writing in lower-case print style 

requires many pointing movements to put all the lines together (e.g., make the two lines of an 

h touch each other), finish certain letters (e.g., putting the dot on letter j) and passing from the 

end of a letter to the onset of the following one. The reason why they are called pointing 
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movements is that their objective is to reach a specific target or spatial location. To do so, 

there is a moment in which the pen is in the air and does not touch the paper. In this sense, the 

movement to start writing a letter, its onset, is also a pointing movement. In this study we did 

not consider letter onset movements as pointing movements. The pointing movements we 

studied are the in-air movements that are done within a letter after the initial stroke. They are 

movements that produce the subsequent strokes to finish a letter. Pointing movements in 

adults are ballistic and therefore very fast (Teulings, 1996). One of the reasons for the speed 

difference with other writing movements is that the hand is in the air. There is no friction with 

the paper during its production, so there is no physical resistance to slow down the movement. 

Pointing movements are produced with almost no sensory feedback. For the target to be 

reached correctly, there has to be a thorough visuo-spatial analysis of its location. This means 

that before executing the in-air movement we also have to integrate the information resulting 

from visual and proprioceptive feedback. This requires coordination from several distinct 

processing levels. Therefore, it should be cognitively demanding when the children starting 

learning to write.  

Meulenbroek and van Galen (1988) conducted an experiment in which the children 

had to write the 26 cursive letters of the alphabet on a digitizer. The kinematic data indicated 

that the children of ages 5-6 tend to write with sequences of ballistic movements. Since 

feedback is limited the probability of missing the location of the target is high. Although the 

children try to follow the grammar of action for letter production, movement control lacks 

accuracy. This is probably the reason why the child writing the letter in Figure 1 did not reach 

the target correctly when he did the pointing movement. Then there is a transition around ages 

6-7, where the writing is modulated by close sensory feedback. The children gain in accuracy 

because they generate sensory-motor links between their movements and the shape of the 

models they have to reproduce. Around ages 8-9, once the child knows which is the correct 
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movement to produce the correct shape, the movements become more ballistic but also 

integrate sensory feedback. This pattern of results indicates that the involvement of sensory 

feedback changes as the children practice writing.  

 There are very few developmental studies investigating the role of sensory feedback 

during movement control of pointing movements. Ferrel, Bard and Fleury (2001) manipulated 

visual feedback in an experiment where children from 6 to 11 years old and adults had to 

execute pointing movements. The visual feedback was provided by a computer screen located 

in front of the participant. The age 6 children had serious difficulties in reaching the targets 

when they could not see their hand directly and when the angle of the position of the target 

was modified. Visual feedback was clearly necessary for programming the pointing 

movements. The 8 year-old children instead produced fewer pointing errors. They could 

program their movements even when the feedback was modified spatially. The results suggest 

that the role of visual feedback during movement programming evolves as the children learn 

to represent their pointing movements in space. Another study by Pellizzer and Hauert (1996) 

on spatial localization supports the idea of a major change for visual and motor coordination 

at age 8. Children from ages 6 to 10 had to point with their hand to a target that varied in 

eccentricity. The results revealed that at age 8 spatial localization processes change.  This has 

an impact on the way visual feedback information is translated into motor representations. 

The authors suggested that this could be due to the maturation of the left hemisphere. 

For writing, research by Klein, Guiltner, Sollereder and Cui (2011) provided empirical 

evidence on the importance of visual feedback in a developmental perspective. Children aged 

8 to 11 had to do a copying task. The results revealed that visual information accounted for 

26% of the variance of writing speed. According to Marquardt, Gentz and Mai (1996, 1999) 

visual feedback is particularly useful to adjust the writing movements to spatial constraints 

such as letter size. For Grossberg and Paine (2000) feedback is of course essential to regulate 
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the movement amplitude but they also point to an important role of visual information for 

controlling the orientation of the movements. This is in line with another experiment done 

with children of ages 8-10 and adults indicating that the absence of visual feedback results in 

a performance decrease. There was a decline on all kinematic measures (Chartrel & Vinter, 

2006). In sum, visual feedback regulates movement control in tasks involving pointing 

movements as well as writing. This could explain why having to produce letters with many 

pointing movements is so demanding in cognitive resources. 

 

1.3 Rotation movements in letter production 

All writing systems involve curved lines. Some writing styles like cursive handwriting, use 

more curved lines than others because the writing is continuous and there are hardly any 

spaces between letters. In cursive handwriting, the curves are generally loops and sequences 

of ellipses. There are few straight lines. Circles are also infrequent because when they are 

produced at high speed the bio-mechanical constraints of the hand make them more oval-like 

(Dounskaia, Van Gemmert, & Stelmach, 2000; Danna, Enderli,  Athènes & Zanone, 2012). In 

addition, the letters are connected to one another by connection strokes that are short curved 

lines. To write letters made of curved lines we have to produce rotation movements with the 

fingers, the wrist or both. These rotations have to be very precise, so that the rounding gesture 

is smooth, regular and traces a trajectory with a satisfactory radius of curvature. The number 

of studies on motor control for the production of curved lines is extremely limited. 

Research on drawing and writing has indicated that producing curved lines requires a 

decrease in velocity. We have known since Binet and Courtier (1893) that movement speed 

increases when tracing straight lines and decreases when producing curved lines. The reason 

for this velocity decrease is related to the bio-mechanic constraints of motor production. This 
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functional relation between spatial and motor constraints has been studied extensively and is 

known through its mathematical description as the 2/3 power law (e.g., Viviani & Terzuolo, 

1982). It stipulates that the tangential velocity of the writing and drawing movements is a 

function of the radius of curvature of the figure. Although writing movements do not comply 

perfectly with the 2/3 power law (Thomassen & Teulings, 1985) and it is not functional 

before age 13 (Viviani & Schneider, 1991), simple observation of writing behavior clearly 

shows that children slow down their movements when producing letters with curved lines.  

Some studies related to the execution of curved lines concerned circle production (Van 

Sommers, 1984; Meulenbroek, Vinter, & Mounoud, 1993; Vinter, 1994; Rueckriegel et al., 

2008). At the beginning the children start tracing circles from the bottom. Then with practice, 

the onset of the circles will be located on the top. The consequence of this change in onset 

location switches the rotation from clock-wise to counter-clock-wise. The rule the children are 

taught at school is to start writing letter O in the 12 o’clock position with a counter-clock-wise 

rotation. These changes in onset location and rotation direction require different ways of 

coordinating the fingers and the wrist. This may also explain why writing curved lines slows 

down the movement with respect to writing straight lines.  

Bernstein (1967) proposed a motor learning model based on degrees of freedom and 

their coordination (i.e., muscle synergies). Kelso (1982) further developed this theory of 

movement by indicating that muscles and joints do not work in isolation but in coordinated 

groups. On this basis, Grossberg and Paine (2000) proposed a model for learning to produce 

curved movements. Each movement is the result of a motor program that is controlled by a 

planning vector. These vectors control the speed for a whole sequence of curves. At the 

beginning of the acquisition process, children produce many movements that are segmented 

and lack fluency. They go back and forth between the position of their hand and the location 

of the point they have to reach. This process is repeated multiple times so that the children can 
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readjust the planning vectors until they learn to produce the sequences of curves correctly. 

This kind of processing could be applied to writing but should be taken with caution since the 

children differentiate between drawing and writing very early, before even knowing how to 

read and write (Lavine, 1977; Goodnow, 1986; Karmiloff-Smith, 1992; Brenneman, Massey , 

Machado & Gelman, 1996; Adi-Japha & Freeman, 2001; Tolchinsky-Landsmann, 2003).  

 

In the present study we examined the impact of pointing and rotation movements on 

letter production during writing acquisition. The children wrote pseudo-word letter sequences 

on a digitizer. The sequences were presented in upper-case letters and the children had to 

reproduce them in upper-case as well. The reason for this instruction was to maximize the 

number of pointing movements during letter production. Upper-case letters and print require 

many pointing movements whereas the continuous character of cursive handwriting 

minimizes them. In French kindergartens the children are informally introduced to writing 

with print upper-case letters. Then, in 1st grade (around age 6) they are formally instructed to 

write in cursive style. There is no instruction for writing script lower-case letters. Therefore, 

with an upper-case letter writing task we were sure that all the children were familiar with the 

target models and how to execute them, even the younger ones.  

 

Method 

Participants 

A total of 108 children participated in the experiment. There were 25 6-year-olds (mean = 6;6, 

SD = 0;2), 23 7-year-olds (mean = 7;4, SD = 0;3), 19 8-year-olds (mean = 8;6, SD = 0;5), 19 

9-year-olds (mean = 9;8, SD = 0;4) and 22 10-year-olds (mean = 10;9, SD = 0;3). They were 

all right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They were native French-
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speakers and attended a public elementary school in the suburbs of Grenoble. Reading and 

writing skills were taught from the beginning of the school year (i.e., September) in 1st grade 

(age 6). The experiment took place in March so the 1st graders could do the task correctly. All 

the children attended the grade that was expected for their age. Any children with motor or 

hearing impairments, learning disabilities, brain or behavioral problems were excluded from 

the study. We required parental written consent for participation. This study respected all the 

ethical guidelines of the Grenoble ethical committee (CERNI authorization 2015-11-10-75). 

 

Materials 

The stimuli consisted of 24 pseudo-words written in upper-case letters. We chose to use the 

Calibri upper-case font for this experiment because we thought it was the font that complied 

the most to the upper-case handwritten letter patterns that are taught in French schools (e.g., E, 

T, A, F). Fonts like “Times New Roman” often have serifs that do not appear in handwritten 

forms. The letter examples we present are in Calibri font so that the reader gets a clear image 

of the model the child was instructed to reproduce. The letter sequences were presented in 

font size 72. They were made up of five letters making a total of 14 strokes. A stroke is a 

motor sequence that is limited by two tangential velocity minima at maximum curvature 

(Meulenbroek & van Galen, 1990; Séraphin et al., 2017). For the letters that are made up of 

straight lines, each line is considered as a stroke (e.g., L has two strokes because it has two 

straight lines; see Appendix 1). Some letters require pen-lifts such as the horizontal line to 

finish letter T. These pen-lifts are pointing movements that are produced “in-air” (Rosenblum, 

2003). Letter T has two strokes consisting of two straight lines and a pointing movement. In 

our study, the number of within-letter pen-lifts producing pointing movements was 

determined by a previous study on upper-case letter production in adults (Séraphin Thibon et 
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al., in press; Appendix 1). Other letters are made up of curved lines that are produced by 

rotation movements (e.g., C). To segment curved lines into strokes, we referred to the stroke 

definition mentioned above. Following this criteria, letter C also has two strokes (see 

Séraphin-Thibon et al., 2017 for an illustration of the stroke segmentation procedure).  

 To avoid repetition and make the pseudo-words “word-like”, half of them had a 

CVCVC structure (where C = consonant and V= vowel) and the other half a VCVCV 

structure. The production of all the pseudo-words required four between-letter pen lifts that 

are also pointing movements. Since all the letter sequences were equivalent regarding this 

point, we constructed our experimental material by counting the within-letter pen lifts. In the 

Pointing condition, there were eight pseudo-words (Appendix 2). We selected letters that 

required at least one within-letter pen-lift. To produce these letters correctly, the child had to 

lift the pen and then place it at a precise spatial location. For example, the pseudo-word FAXET 

is made out of the following stroke sequence: F = 3 strokes, A = 3 strokes, X = 2 strokes, E= 4 

strokes, T = 2 strokes. There are six within-letter pointing movements: F = 2, A = 1, X = 1, E = 

2, T = 1. None of the letters in the pseudo-words of the Pointing condition contained rotation 

movements. Many letters of the alphabet require pointing movements. Therefore, for the eight 

pseudo-words in the Control condition, we selected letter sequences that contained only one 

or two pointing movements (Appendix 1).  In other words, the Pointing and Control 

conditions differed in the number of within-letter pen-lifts. In the Rotation condition, the eight 

pseudo-words were made up of letters with curved lines that required at least one rotation 

movement (Appendix 2). Curved movements were described by Edelman & Flash (1987) as 

movements that produce “trajectories consisting of two low-curvature segments connected by 

a high-curvature one.” (pp. 26). For example, the pseudo-word UBOSO contains nine 

rotations: U = 1, B = 2, O = 2, S = 2, O = 2. It is noteworthy that letter O is made up of two 
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rotations because it is generally produced with an ovoid shape and is never a perfect circle. In 

the Control condition we selected letter sequences that contained only one rotation movement 

(Appendix 1).  Therefore, the Rotation and Control conditions differed in the number of 

rotation movements. 

 

Procedure 

The children were instructed to write the pseudo-words in upper-case letters on a lined sheet 

of paper that was stuck to the digitizer (spacing between lines = 2.5 mm). The digitizer was a 

Wacom Intuos 3 size A5, with a sampling frequency of 200 Hz and an accuracy of 0.02 mm. 

The writing instrument was an Intuos Inking Pen so that the children could see their 

productions while they were writing on the digitizer. We used the Ductus software (Guinet & 

Kandel, 2010) to present the pseudo-words on the screen of the laptop. Before the pseudo-

words appeared on the screen, there was a fixation point for 1500 ms. We did not give speed 

instructions but we asked the children to start to “write as soon as you can”. The pseudo-word 

did not disappear from the screen until the child finished writing it. The children first became 

familiar with the digitizer and the pen by writing their name. There were four practice items. 

The pseudo-words were randomized across participants. The children did the experiment 

individually in a quiet room at school. The experiment lasted 25 to 30 minutes. 

 

 Data Processing  

The data were analyzed with the analysis module provided by Ductus (Guinet & Kandel, 

2010). The data were smoothed with a Finite Impulse Response filter (Rabiner & Gold, 1975) 
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with a 12-Hz cutoff frequency. Each pseudo-word started with the production of the first letter 

(pressure > 0) and ended with the final stroke of the fifth letter (pressure = 0; see Figure 2). 

< Figure 2 > 

We examined several measures. Their modulations are indicators of the cognitive load 

involved in motor execution. Duration concerned the time (ms) the children took to write each 

letter sequence. It refers to the time the pen touched the surface of the digitizer (pressure > 0). 

It does not include the time when the pen was in the air. The number of absolute velocity 

peaks observed for each letter sequence reflects movement fluency during the time the pen 

touched the surface of the digitizer (pressure > 0) (Meulenbroek & van Galen, 1989b). 

Smooth movements have fewer velocity peaks than dysfluent ones. In-air movement duration 

(ms) refers to the time the pen tip is not touching the digitizer. It corresponds to pressure = 0 

and is an indicator of cognitive load in handwriting production. Dysgraphic children who 

have difficulties with the mechanics of handwriting have the pen in the air longer than 

typically developing children (Rosenblum, 2003). Trajectory (cm) refers to the length of the 

pen tip path on the surface of the digitizer to produce the target letter. Mean velocity refers to 

the ratio between the trajectory and time (cm/s). We also measured mean maximal and 

minimal velocity (cm/s). These values indicate how fast or slow the child can write while 

producing the pointing and rotation movements.  

 

Data analysis  

We recorded 2592 data points. There were 4 productions that we could not exploit for 

technical reasons so we excluded them from the analysis (0.15% of the data). When the 

children made mistakes, did corrections or crossed out their productions, we asked them to 

start again as many times as necessary. Our analyses only concern the trials without errors. 

We also excluded the data that exceeded +/-2.5 standard deviations from the mean for each 
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participant across all sequences for each condition as follows: 69 data points for movement 

duration (2.66% of the data), 85 data points for number of velocity peaks (3.27% of the data), 

62 data points for in-air movement duration (2.39% of the data), 63 data points for trajectory 

(2.4% of the data), 54 data points for mean velocity (2.08% of the data), 49 data points for 

maximum velocity (1.89% of the data), 60 data points for minimal velocity (2.31% of the 

data). 

For the statistical analyses we did a logarithmic transformation on all the data. We 

then conducted a mixed linear model with the lme4 package provided by R (version RStudio, 

version 3.0.1; Bates, Maechler & Bolker, 2011). The model we used included two fixed-effect 

factors: Age (6, 7, 8, 9 and 10), Condition (Pointing, Rotation, Control) and their interaction. 

We evaluated the impact of the terms using the function ANOVA of the lmerTest package 

(Satterthwaite, 1941). The participants were considered as a random effect factor. Multiple 

comparisons were also conducted with R using the glht function of the multcomp package and 

the lsmeans function of the lsmeans package (Russell & Hervé, 2015). We report the 

significant differences (p < .05).  

To quantify the changes through development, we calculated for each measure the 

percentage of increase or decrease from the beginning of the acquisition period (age 6) to the 

middle of the acquisition period (age 8), and in turn to the end (age 10). For the younger 

children, this was calculated as ((m8-m6)/m6)*100, where m6 is the mean of the 6-year-olds 

and m8 of the 8-year-olds for each condition. Likewise, for the older children we did (m10-

m8)/m8)*100, where m10 is the mean for the 10-year-olds. A positive result means that there 

was an increase of the measure during the period, whereas a negative result refers to a 

decrease of the measure. 
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Results  

Figure 3 presents writing duration (ms), number of velocity peaks, in-air movement duration 

(ms), and writing trajectory (cm) for the Pointing, Rotation and Control conditions as a 

function of age.  

< Figure 3 > 

Figure 4 presents mean velocity, as well as the maximal and minimal velocity (cm/s) for the 

Pointing, Rotation and Control conditions as a function of age.   

 

< Figure 4 > 

 

Duration  

The effect of condition was significant, F(2, 2410.93) = 38.81, p < .001. Writing durations 

were shorter for Pointing than the Control condition, z = -8.65, p < .001; they were shorter 

for Pointing than the Rotation condition, z = -6.19, p < .001; and they were shorter for 

Rotation than the Control condition, z = -2.47, p < .05. Writing duration decreased with age, 

F(4, 107.77) = 14.00, p < .001. The durations were longer for the children of age 7 than age 

8, z = -3.09, p < .05. The interaction between the two variables was significant, F(8, 2410.93) 

= 2.17, p < .05. Multiple comparisons revealed that durations were shorter for Pointing than 

the Control condition at most ages: age 6, t(2421.33) = -6.37, p <.001; age 7, t(2421.08) = -

2.48 , p < .05; age 8, t(2421.07) = -5.06, p < .001; and age 10, t(2421.54) = -3.95 p < .001. 

Durations were shorter for Rotation than the Control condition at age 10, t(2421.06) = -2.15, 

p < .05.  Durations were higher for Rotation than Pointing at most ages: age 6, t(2421.23) = 

4.54, p <.001; age 7, t(2421.10) = 2.50, p < .05; and age 8, t(2421.11) = 3.92, p <.001.  
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In further analyses we quantified the percentage of duration decrease from the beginning 

of the writing acquisition period (age 6) to the middle and from the middle to the end of 

elementary school (age 10). For the younger children, the durations decreased 30% in the 

pointing, 30% in rotation, and 30% in control conditions. For the older children, the durations 

decreased 14% in the pointing, 17% in rotation, and 15% in control conditions. 

 

Dysfluency 

The effect of condition was significant, F(2, 2394.86) = 173.79, p < .001. The Pointing 

condition produced less dysfluency than the Control (z = -6.57, p <.001) or Rotation 

conditions, z = -18.65, p <.001. Rotation produced more dysfluency than the Control 

condition, z = 12.07, p<.001. Dysfluency decreased with age, F(4, 107.42) = 23.26, p < .001. 

Dysfluency decreased from ages 7 to age 8, z = -4.08, p<.001. The interaction between the 

two variables was significant, F(8, 2394.85) = 2.46, p < .05. Multiple comparisons revealed 

less dysfluency in the Pointing than Control condition at most ages: age 6, t(2405.31) = -5.11, 

p <.001; age 8, t(2405.21) = -2.31, p < .05; and age 10, t(2405.29) = -3.33 p < .01. Rotation 

produced more dysfluency than the Control condition at all ages: age 6, t(2405.35) = 6.96, p 

<.001; age 7, t(2405.08) = 6.40, p < .001; age 8, t(2405.11) = 5.38, p < .001; age 9, t(2406.86) 

= 5.28, p < .001; and age 10, t(2405.44) = 2.84, p < .01. There was more dysfluency in 

Rotation than Pointing at all ages: age 6, t(2405.19) = 12.10, p <.001; age 7, t(2405.10) = 

8.39, p < .001; age 8, t(2405.21) = 7.68, p <.001; age 9, t(2405.55) = 7.09, p < .001; and age 

10, t(2405.92) = 6.16, p < .001. Further analyses revealed that the 6-year-olds were 90 % 

more dysfluent than the 10-year-olds. 

In further analyses we quantified the percentage of dysfluency decrease. For the 

younger children, the dysfluency decreased 36% in the pointing, 39% in rotation, and 38% in 
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control condition. For the older children, the dysfluency decreased 15% in the pointing, 19% 

in rotation, and 12% in control conditions.  

 

In-air movement duration 

The effect of condition was significant, F(2, 2417.67) = 97.22, p < .001. In-air durations were 

longer for Pointing than the Control condition, z = 10.37, p <.001; they were longer for 

Pointing than Rotation, z = 13.01, p <.001; and they were shorter for Rotation than the 

Control condition, z = -2.65, p<.001. In-air duration decreased with age, F(4, 107.13) = 36.21, 

p < .001. In-air duration decreased from ages 7 to age 8, z = -4.37, p <.001. The interaction 

between the two variables was significant, F(8, 2417.68) = 2.33, p < .05. Multiple 

comparisons revealed that in-air durations were longer for Pointing than the Control condition 

at all ages: age 6, t(2428.32) = 5.04, p <.001; age 7, t(2428.57) = 4.56, p < .001; age 8, 

t(2428.17) = 4.57, p < .001; age 9, t(2428.35) = 5.59, p < .001; and age 10, t(2429.12) = 3.49, 

p < .01. In-air durations were shorter for Rotation than the Control condition at age 8, 

t(2427.97) = -2.74, p <.05; and age 9, t(2428.67) = -2.48, p < .05. In-air durations were 

shorter for Rotation than Pointing at all ages: age 6, t(2428.21) = -6.11, p <.001; age 7, 

t(2428.56) = -4.68, p < .001; age 8, t(2428.17) = -7.32, p <.001; age 9, t(2428.69) = -8.04, p < 

.001; and age 10, t(2428.24) = -3.23, p < .01.  

In further analyses we quantified the percentage decrease of in-air movement duration. 

For the younger children, the in-air movement duration decreased 42% in the pointing, 44% 

in rotation, and 45% in control conditions. For the older children, the in-air movement 

duration decreased 40% in the pointing, 28% in rotation, and 34% in control conditions.  
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Trajectory 

The effect of condition was significant, F(2, 2416.94) = 100.98, p < .001. Trajectory was 

shorter for Pointing than the Control condition, z = -13.73, p <.001; it was shorter for Pointing 

than Rotation, z = -7.50, p <.001; and it was shorter for Rotation than the Control condition, z 

= -6.21, p <.001. Trajectory increased with age, F(4, 107.81) = 7.47, p < .001. Trajectory 

increased from ages 9 to age 10, z = 2.68, p < .05. The interaction between the two variables 

was significant, F(8, 2416.93) = 6.48, p <.001. Multiple comparisons revealed that trajectory 

was shorter for Pointing than the Control condition at age 6, t(2427.07) = -6.03, p <.001; age 

8, t(2427.05) = -8.58, p < .001; age 9, t(2427.06) = -5.61, p < .001; and age 10 t(2427.10) = -

9.58, p < .001 . Trajectory was shorter for Rotation than the Control condition at most ages: 

age 6, t(2427.08) = -4.03, p <.001; age 8, t(2427.13) = -3.89, p <.001; age 9, t(2427.46) = -

2.85, p < .05; and age 10, t(2427.06) = -2.51, p < .05. Dysfluency was higher for Rotation 

than Pointing at age 8, t(2427.26) = 4.65, p <.001; age 9, t(2427.59) = 2.69, p < .05; and age 

10, t(2427.09) = 7.10, p < .001.  

In further analyses we quantified the percentage of trajectory increase. For the younger 

children, the trajectory increased 21% in the pointing, 22% in rotation, and 27% in control 

conditions. For the older children, the trajectory increased 17% in the pointing, 24% in 

rotation, and 18% in control conditions.  

 

Mean velocity  

The effect of condition was not significant, p = .30. Mean velocity increased with age, F(4, 

107.83) = 25.95, p < .001. It increased from age 7 to age 8, z = 3.59, p < .01; from age 9 to 

age 10, z = 3.32, p < .01. The interaction between the two variables was significant, F(4, 

1582.83) = 3.62, p < .01. Multiple comparisons revealed that mean velocity was higher for 
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Pointing than the Rotation condition at age 6, t(2436.22) = 3.21 , p <.01; for age 7 the 

differences failed to reach significance, t(2436.06) = 2.24 , p =.06.  

In further analyses we quantified the percentage of mean velocity increase. For the 

younger children, the mean velocity increased 76% in the pointing, 88% in rotation, and 90% 

in control conditions. For the older children, the mean velocity increased 37% in the pointing, 

44% in rotation, and 45% in control conditions.  

 

Maximal Velocity  

The effect of condition was significant, F(2, 2430.95) = 180.16, p < .001. There were no 

significant differences between Pointing and the Control conditions, p = .9. Maximal velocity 

for Pointing and the Control conditions was higher than for Rotation, z = 16.63, p <.001 and z 

= -16.23, p <.001, respectively. Maximal velocity increased with age, F(4, 107.87) = 28.13, p 

< .001. It increased from ages 7 to 8, z = 3.60, p < .01; and from ages 9 to 10, z = 2.96, p < 

.05. The interaction between the two variables was not significant, p = .22.  

In further analyses we quantified the percentage of maximal velocity increase. For the 

younger children, the maximal velocity increased 85% in the pointing, 92% in rotation, and 

100% in control conditions. For the older children, the age 10 children presented a 40% 

increase in the pointing, 52% increase in rotation, and 44% increase in control conditions.  

 

Minimal Velocity  

The effect of condition was significant, F(2, 2419.87) = 898.46, p < .001. Minimal velocities 

were lower for Pointing than the Control condition, z = -3.84, p < .001; they were lower for 

Pointing than Rotation, z = -36.99, p < .001; and they were higher for Rotation than the 

Control condition, z = 33.16, p < .001. Minimal velocities increased with age, F(4, 107.63) = 

16.51, p < .001. Minimal velocities increased from ages 7 to age 8, z = 2.77, p < .05; and from 
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ages 9 to age 10, z = 4.01, p < .001. The interaction between the two variables was significant, 

F(8, 2419.87) = 15.34, p < .01. Multiple comparisons revealed that minimal velocities were 

lower for Pointing than the Control condition at age 9, t(2430.20) = -4.35, p < .001; and age 

10, t(2430.37) = -2.96, p < .01. Minimal velocities were higher for Rotation than the Control 

condition at all ages: age 6, t(2430.22) = 11.88, p < .001; age 7, t(2430.18) = 12.18, p < .001; 

age 8, t(2430.12) = 16.47, p < .001; age 9, t(t(2430.09) = 18.55, p < .001; and age 10, 

t(2430.17) = 17.45, p < .001. Minimal velocities were higher for Rotation than Pointing at all 

ages: age 6, t(2430.38) = 13.14, p < .001; age 7, t(2430.21) = 12.21, p <.001; age 8, 

t(2430.06) = 16.77, p < .001; age 9, t(2430.08) = 22.96, p < .001; and age 10, t(2430.75) = 

20.32, p < .001.  

In further analyses we quantified the percentage of minimal velocity increase. For the 

younger children, the maximal velocity increased 45% in the pointing, 70% in rotation, and 

38% in control conditions. For the older children, the minimal velocity increased 35% in the 

pointing, 43% increase in rotation, and 49% increase in control conditions.  

 

Discussion  

Learning how to write letters is one of the basic skills of writing acquisition. The goal of this 

study was to examine how letter production is acquired and evolves as children practice 

writing. By simple observation, we can clearly see that the 26 letters of the alphabet are not all 

equally easy or difficult to write. Letters requiring many pointing and rotation movements 

seem to be more cognitively demanding. Pointing movements require in-air movements and, 

while having the pen in the air, the child has to calculate the precise location within the letter 

where the pen has to land to start the next stroke. Rotation movements require a different kind 

of movement control. They are demanding because the curved lines need precision in order to 

be geometrically regular. This experiment was designed to observe the impact of these kinds 
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of movements on letter production. The children wrote pseudo-words in upper-case letters on 

a digitizer. These letter sequences varied in number of rotation and pointing movements but 

had the same number of strokes. We observed that pointing and rotation movements affected 

letter production in different ways. Pointing movements essentially affected writing time by 

decreasing duration. Rotation movements instead, rendered letter production more dysfluent 

and affected velocity control. We also observed that the period of automation for letter writing 

starts at age 8.  

 

The impact of pointing movements on letter production 

The comparison between the pointing and control conditions indicated that the presence of 

more pointing movements in the letter sequences systematically decreased movement 

duration while writing. This was accompanied by a movement duration increase when the 

hand was in the air. This pattern of results reveals that there is a duration trade-off between 

movement on surface and movement in-air. It seems as though the on-surface movement is 

shortened to compensate for the additional time generated by the in-air movement. This 

suggests there is a sort of tempo for letter production that must be respected somehow, even 

when producing letters that are cognitively demanding as the ones that require pointing 

movements. One way of keeping letter duration stable is to increase movement speed, as it is 

observed in isochronic behavior (Viviani & Flash, 1995). Globally, the velocity data do not 

seem to support this idea because the speed differences between the pointing and control 

conditions did not reach significance. Mean velocity or maximal and minimal speed were 

equivalent in both conditions. When considering the learning process in two phases, we 

observed that at the beginning of writing acquisition (i.e., from 6 to 8 years old) mean velocity 

and maximal speed did not increase at the same pace for the pointing and control conditions. 

The mean velocity increase was substantial in both conditions (76 and 90%, respectively). 
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However, it was 14% higher in the control than the pointing condition. Likewise, the 

evolution of the maximal velocity was 15% higher in the control than the pointing condition. 

In the second phase of the learning process, from ages 8 to 10, mean velocity continued to 

increase, but in a less pronounced manner (37% for pointing and 45% in the control 

condition). At this stage, the differences between the two conditions were very slight. 

The dysfluency data also point to smoother movements in the pointing than the control 

condition. In the pointing condition the letters were all made up of straight lines whereas in 

the control condition there were some letters with rotation movements. This could explain the 

dysfluency differences, but it is unlikely because it would have shown at all ages and not just 

in three groups (ages 6, 8 and 10). Taken together, it seems that the need for an in-air pointing 

movement results in a general dysfluency decrease in the first movement that is done on the 

surface of the digitizer. In line with these results, the on-surface trajectory of the letters for 

pointing was also shorter than in the control condition. Since the same pattern of results was 

observed throughout all ages, it seems that this kind of compensatory behavior was already 

functional from the beginning of the acquisition period.   

The general movement duration and dysfluency decrease could be due to the 

anticipatory character of writing behavior (Orliaguet & Boë, 1990 for adults; Kandel & Perret, 

2015a for children). In other words, while the children were producing the movement on the 

surface of the digitizer they were anticipating the production of the in-air movement for 

pointing. Kandel and Perret (2015a) presented data indicating that at ages 9-10 the children 

have proficiency in motor anticipation in handwriting. This could explain why the 9 and 10 

year-old children produced lower minimal velocity in the pointing condition than the control 

condition. This is in line with Desmurget et al. (2005) who suggested that pointing 

movements are not restricted to ballistic movements. Target-reaching requires a correction 

phase. There is an on-line mechanism that considers the characteristics of the target and 
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adapts the movement to be able to reach it. For the 6 and 7 year-old children this mechanism 

does not seem to be completely efficient yet. 

 

The impact of rotation movements on letter production 

The comparison between the rotation and control conditions revealed that the writing 

movements to produce curved lines are more dysfluent than the ones to produce straight lines. 

This dysfluency difference was mainly observed for the children between ages 8 to 10. The 

movements for rotation were 7% more dysfluent than in the control condition. This 

dysfluency did not systematically increase duration. Globally, mean velocity was equivalent 

for the rotation and control conditions. However, the analyses indicated that the maximal 

speed was lower but the minimal speed was systematically higher in the rotation condition. As 

for duration in pointing movements, there seems to be a trade-off for velocity in rotation 

movements. This pattern of results suggests that there would be a sort of compensation 

between maximal and minimal velocity. This idea is reinforced by the fluctuation of minimal 

and maximal velocity observed during the two phases of writing acquisition. For the younger 

children, the maximal velocity in the rotation condition increased 92% and 70% in minimal 

velocity. In the control condition, maximal velocity increased 100% but only 38% for 

minimal velocity. So there was a small difference in maximal velocity (8%) but an important 

difference in minimal velocity (32% higher for rotation than the control condition). These 

important differences were not observed for the older children. The maximal velocity in the 

rotation condition increased 52% and 43% in minimal velocity. In the control condition, 

maximal and minimal velocity increased 44% and 49% respectively. This means that for the 

8-10 year old children, the maximal velocity was 8% higher and the minimal velocity 6% 

lower in the rotation than the control condition. This tendency to decrease differences 

between accelerations and decelerations would render the writing movements more smooth 
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and fluent. Reducing velocity variability and rendering it more stable would allow for better 

movement control when tracing curved lines. Finally, the results also revealed that the 

trajectory in the rotation condition was globally shorter than the control condition.  

In sum, the results point to an increase in dysfluency when producing letters with 

curved lines. This is also accompanied by a significant decrease in maximal velocity. This 

suggests that the children limit the ballistic component of movement production and privilege 

sensory-motor feedback. However, the global tempo of letter production seems to be 

respected because producing curved letters does not increase movement duration. This 

suggests a different way of organizing movement production. Producing curved lines 

generates a decrease in maximal velocity but it does not show globally as a mean velocity 

difference because minimal and maximal velocity compensate for one another. This decrease 

could be linked to a functional relation between curvature and movement speed that has been 

observed extensively in previous research (Binet & Courtier, 1893; Fitts, 1954; Viviani & 

Terzuolo, 1982).  

 

Comparing pointing and rotation movements 

We observed that writing duration was longer for rotation than pointing movements from ages 

6 to 8. At ages 9 and 10 movement duration differences were very slight and no longer 

reached significance. The inverse pattern was observed for trajectory. At ages 6-7 the 

trajectories were equivalent for pointing and rotation movements. From 8 to 10 years-old the 

trajectories in the rotation condition were longer than in the pointing condition. This suggests 

that there was a general improvement of movement control at age 8. Movement control 

improved probably because the timing differences disappeared. Movement precision 

improved because the trajectory for pointing movements decreased. This is in line with 

previous research indicating that movement automation starts at age 8 (e.g., Mojet, 1991; 
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Kandel & Perret, 2015a, 2015b; Séraphin-Thibon et al., 2017). Furthermore, at the beginning 

of the acquisition period the letters in the rotation condition seemed to require more 

movement control than in the pointing condition. Rotation movements seemed to be more 

cognitively demanding than the ones that are made of sequences of straight lines. This idea is 

reinforced by the fact that at all ages letter writing was more dysfluent in the rotation than the 

pointing conditions. Moreover, the maximal velocities were systematically higher in the 

pointing than the rotation condition. In addition, the minimal velocities were lower for 

pointing than for rotation. Rotation movements may also be slowed down because curved 

lines involve friction, both of the hand on the paper and of the pen on the paper, neither of 

which obtain in the pointing movement.  

 It is also noteworthy that the differences between pointing and rotation movements 

were more pronounced for the older children. At the beginning of the learning process, there 

were only speed differences between the two conditions. Mean velocity, maximum and 

minimum velocity increases were higher in the rotation than the pointing condition. At the 

end of Elementary school, pointing and rotation movements not only differed in speed 

parameters but also on in-air duration and trajectory.  

 

The evolution of letter production  

In this last section we would like to comment the age effect, which was significant for all the 

measures irrespective of condition. We observed two periods during elementary school. The 

first one concerned the children through ages 6 to 7 and the second one from 8 to 10. For the 

younger children there was a decrease in movement duration –on-surface and in-air– and 

dysfluency. These measures remained stable for the older children. The velocity analyses also 

point to a turning point when the children are 8 years old. Mean velocity, maximal and 
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minimal velocities increased at age 8, then remained stable from 8 to 9 and then increased 

again at age 10. These periods of stability suggest that the period of automation for letter 

writing starts at age 8. It seems as though the acquisition period extends from ages 6 to 7. 

Then, the children become proficient on letter writing at age 8. There is a period of 

stabilization from 8 to 9 years-old in which the children practice letter writing to improve 

proficiency. Full proficiency at age 10 will lead to automation. When the writing movements 

become fully automatic, writing speed increases. This is the reason why we conducted further 

analyses to quantify the percentage of increase or decrease of each measure for the younger 

children (ages 6-8) and the older ones (ages 8-10). Globally, the data revealed that writing 

automation resulted in a 40% duration decrease, a 47% movement dysfluency decrease and a 

162% speed increase.  

The pattern of results of the present study are in line with several experiments on 

writing acquisition (Meulenbroek & van Galen, 1988, 1989a; Mojet, 1991; Zesiger, 

Mounoud, & Hauert, 1993; Kandel & Perret, 2015a, 2015b; Séraphin-Thibon et al., 2017). 

There is a clear improvement in movement control at 8 years-old that constitutes the 

beginning of automation in letter writing. The fact that the control of writing movements 

starts to become more efficient does not mean that the movements are fully automatic. It does 

mean that the children have the ability to control their movements and are proficient in letter 

writing. At this stage of the learning process the children become progressively faster and 

their movements smoother. Full automation is achieved when the children are able to increase 

movement velocity and be more precise.  

This non-linear evolution could also be related to changes in motor control. 

Meulenbroek and van Galen (1986, 1988) observed that at around ages 8-9 there was a 

decline in several measures. They accounted for this decline by arguing that the younger 

children tend to privilege proactive control and ballistic movements. A decline in speed and 
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movement fluency at around 8 years old would be due to the introduction of sensory-motor 

feedback. The objective of this change of movement control strategy would be to render 

movements more precise. Once the children can control proactive strategies with sensory-

motor feedback, there would be an increase in all the measures and the writing movements 

would be fully automatic. Although this explanation is appealing, it does not fully account for 

our data because we did not observe a decline in any measure. Moreover, the empirical 

evidence presented by Mojet (1991) as well as Zesiger (1995) failed to confirm the decline at 

ages 8-9. We believe that explanations in terms of neuro-motor maturation (see Halsband & 

Lange, 2006 for a review; Marcelli & Cohen 2012) or decrease of cognitive load are more 

likely. This idea is supported by research on pointing movements (Pellizzer & Hauert, 1996; 

Ferrel et al., 2001) indicating quantitative and qualitative changes in movement regulation.  

Further research should be conducted to gain more understanding on the changes that take 

place at ages 8-9. 

 

Conclusion 

We observed that the acquisition of letter writing generally occurs between ages 6 and 7. At 8 

years old, the children shift focus to improving movement control. This period marks the 

beginning of writing automation. Full automation seems to be achieved around age 10, when 

the children can speed up their movements. This study also sheds some light on the 

organization of movement control for letter writing. We observed a global tendency to keep 

stability in the tempo of writing for all the letters irrespective of their individual 

characteristics and at all ages. Pointing movements were organized in such a way that a 

decrease of the on surface movement duration compensated for the duration increase 

generated by the in-air movement. Likewise, we observed that the rotation movements to 

write letters with curved lines were produced with low maximal velocity but this was 
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compensated by a higher minimal velocity. In sum, both pointing and rotation movements 

require compensatory strategies in specific kinematic variables: pointing movements require a 

duration trade-off whereas rotation movements present a trade-off on velocity.  

 Our results find direct application in the classroom for handwriting intervention. We 

observed that the learning period for pointing and rotation movements extends from 6 to 7 

years-old. During this period, the children must understand that this kind of writing 

movements should respect a precise tempo. This requires regulating duration and speed, 

which is extremely hard to do because the movements are hard to control. Handwriting 

intervention should therefore focus on setting the idea of a “tempo” for writing. This can be 

done by associating hand clapping to specific writing movements. For example, one could 

imagine a game consisting of writing letters in the air and instructing the children to clap 

every time they have to start a line in a new position, like in pointing movements. The tempo 

idea could be extended to music rhythms. Specific songs can “mimic” rotation and pointing 

movements. Rhythm changes could, for example, illustrate changes in rotation direction (e.g., 

like the ones in letter S) which are particularly difficult for the age 6 children. From age 8 on, 

handwriting intervention should be devoted to making the children practice writing gestures 

as much as they can. Repeated writing activities improve movement control and consolidate 

compensating strategies for pointing and rotation movements. This leads to an increase in 

writing speed. This is essential for efficient writing. Efficient writing refers to an essential 

aspect of writing automation. It involves a compromise between readability and writing 

speed. 

Finally, these finding can be linked to a recurrent debate in educational policies 

regarding writing style. Do the children learn better how to write in print or cursive style? 

There is yet no clear-cut answer on this issue. Bara and Morin (2009) for example examined 

this question and did not reach a convincing conclusion. Perhaps the reason is that print 
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requires more pointing movements and cursive handwriting more rotation movements. In 

other words, both writing styles require the proficiency of compensatory behaviors that start 

to become automatic around 8 years-old.   
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Figure Captions 

 

Figure 1. Examples of upper-case letters produced by a 6 year-old child at the beginning of 1st 

grade. Left: Illustration of difficulties with pointing movements required for producing letter 

T.  Right: Illustration of difficulties with rotation movements required for producing letter O.   

 

 

Figure 2. Upper part: Production of pseudo-word UBOSO by a child of age 7. Central part: 

Velocity as a function of time. Lower part: Pen pressure as a function of time. 

 

Figure 3. Mean writing duration (ms), number of velocity peaks, in-air movement duration 

(ms), and writing trajectory (cm) for the Pointing, Rotation and Control conditions as a 

function of age (ages 6 to 10). Bars indicate standard error. 

 

Figure 4. Mean velocity, maximal and minimal velocity (cm/s) for the Pointing, Rotation and 

Control conditions as a function of age (ages 6 to 10). Bars indicate standard error. 

 

 




